Economic
Substance
A trusted partner

Outsourced Investment Management service
Helping relevant entities to meet their economic substance requirements
FFP Advisors is a Cayman Islands based SIBL Registered Person expressly established to provide outsourced investment
advice and management.
FFP can fulfil various functions to assist an entity in meeting the recently legislated economic substance requirements. The
level of service is tailored to suit each client’s requirements including investment advisory, governance, treasury and risk
management or accounting services. The outsourcing of such services, in particular those related to Cayman Islands Core
Income Generating Activities, to a suitably qualified and experienced third party can assist an entity with its obligations to
satisfy the economic substance test.
FFP Advisors’ on-island professionals are highly qualified with a deep level of relevant experience in providing services and
advice to SIBL Entities. They have specialist knowledge and expertise across a wide range of investment strategies, asset
classes, industries and geographies and have many years’ experience within the financial services industry. The extent of the
role will always be unique to each client and would be subject to each client’s investment objectives, restrictions and guidelines
as detailed in the client’s respective governing documentation. Representatives from FFP Advisors may either be appointed to
the board of the manager as an executive director, performing specific day to day duties for the client or the client may enter
into a separate sub-advisory agreement/outsourcing services agreement which would detail the role to be performed by FFP
Advisors on behalf of the client.
FFP Advisors has the ability to offer a highly dynamic and adaptive service depending on what particular roles are required or
are suitable for the given circumstances.
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